
Player Role Info Action

Sherlock3 Anokata BS: to PT

Dus Gin

Parkur Vermouth(Ja
mes)

PhoenixTears Pisco

Akonyl Calvados Cover: Edogawa(Akemi)

pofa Korn

nomemory Tequila

Edogawa Akemi

Holmes Shiratori

xpon Yumi Gun

Shin_ichi01 Kobayashi Car-Keys

meme Akai

Schillok Kir

Paix672 Yusaku

breva Kogoro Analyse:

Night 1 interrogation: Pofa - BO

Conia Makoto *in Japan* Protect: PT

Kain Eisuke

Commi-Ninja Asami

Abs. Ayumi

Yurikochan Genta Identify: xpon = Yumi (right)

CTU 1412(Camel)

DT Heiji

Sakina Jodie

Votes:

01: CTU: xpon

02. pofa: schillok

03: Paix672

04: PhoenixTears: Conia

05: Commi-Ninja: meme

06: Akonyl: Kain

07: Holmes: -

08: Conia: parkur

09: Edogawa4869: Parkur

10: KainTheVampire: -

11: Yurikochan: -

12: meme: shin_ichi01

13: xpon: -

Day 1
Mittwoch, 27. Oktober 2010

23:43
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12: meme: shin_ichi01

13: xpon: -

14: Abs.: DT

15: Parkur: xpon

16: Schillok: xpon

17: breva: edogawa

18: nomemory: -

19: Sherlock3: -

20: shin_ichi01: xpon

22: Detective Tommy: -

23: Sakina: meme

24: Dus: xpon

Conia: 1

Edogawa: 1

Kain: 1

Meme: 1

Xpon: 5

Parkur: 2

Schillok: 1

Shin_ichi: 1

DT: 1

Phase Change

Day 1 begins
Everyone finally assembled on the deck, after some people urgently had to go to the bathroom or 

were thirsty... and so on.

Kleene: "Finally. Someone died on my ship and all you people can think about is to go to the 

bathroom. Jeez."

Jack: "So, who was it? Confess now! So we can give you a bill for the mess. And arrest you of 

course."

Silence... no one said anything.

Kleene: "Fine... we'll do it democratically then. Maybe someone saw something? Vote for the one you 

think did that crime then! He'll be taken responsible then and be punished! Oh, I like democracy." 

Kleene had an evil grin on her face.

People looked at each other puzzled. No one said anything for a while. But no one wanted to be held 

responsible and getting "punished" either. So, the "democracy" begun.

"It was xpon!" Parkur yelled.

"I also thin it was xpon!" Schillok said.

xpon: "No! It wasn't me!"

Edogawa: "I think it was Parkur! He and his evil unicorns!"

breva: "Ha! Don't believe him! It was Edogawa! He and his brownies!"

Conia: "No... I also think it was Parkur..."

pofa: "Hmpf... I think it was Schillok. Yes. It has to be Schillok"

Comment:

The DBs identify xpon, who is being lynched :/

Conia is on the boat now.

Nothin much to add. Besides that a lot of people found xpon suspicious? :V
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pofa: "Hmpf... I think it was Schillok. Yes. It has to be Schillok"

PhoenixTears, with burning eyes: "Sure Conia! Like we'll believe you! It was you conia! You just want 

to blame someone else!" 

Dus: "No no... it was xpon. Like the others said."

shin_ichi01: "Yes! Listen to Dus! It was xpon!"

Commi-Ninja from the shadows: "psst, it was meme"

Akonyl, being all yellow: "Did you hear that? Hmm, I thought I heard something just now. Anyway, it 

was Kain!"

Sakina: "It was meme!"

meme: "What? You're kidding, right? It was shin_ichi01!"

Abs., spinning around in a circle said: "Detective Tommy~ It has to be him~"

CTU: "Nope. Definitely xpon."

Paix672 wasn't interested. Instead, looked at the sky: "Ohhh, look at all those nice clouds~!"

Holmes was busy staring at people and murmled something: "Hmmm, seems he's related to this guy... 

and this one likes ... and that one..."

KainTheVampire was distracted by the dolphins swimming in the water...

Yurikochan was hiding behind Jack and stared at Conia.

Nomemory and Sherlock3 were drinking tea instead.

Nomemory: "So... why are we here again?"

Detective Tommy face palmed -(\-

Kleene: "So... xpon it is, huh?"

Suddenly, xpon escaped from the crowd.

xpon: "You'll never get me! I'll flee from the ship and swim to a save place!"

xpon jumped from the ship.. but...

(click to show/hide)

xpon(Yumi) was eaten by a shark.

Kleene: "Oh well. At least I don't need to feed Harry anymore."

Votes:

(click to show/hide)

01: CTU: xpon

02. pofa: schillok

03: Paix672

04: PhoenixTears: Conia

05: Commi-Ninja: meme

06: Akonyl: Kain

07: Holmes

08: Conia: parkur

09: Edogawa4869: Parkur

10: KainTheVampire

11: Yurikochan

12: meme: shin_ichi01

13: xpon

14: Abs.: DT

15: Parkur: xpon

16: Schillok: xpon

17: breva: edogawa
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Will

breva:

Are you happy now? You lynched the great sleeping Kogoro

Edogawa

Quote from: Note in Akemi's hand

I don't deserve life anymore.... I've killed my younger sister and now my 

darling Eisuke has died because of me!

17: breva: edogawa

18: nomemory 

19: Sherlock3

20: shin_ichi01: xpon

22: Detective Tommy

23: Sakina: meme

24: Dus: xpon

Conia: 1

Edogawa: 1

Kain: 1

Meme: 2

Xpon: 5

Parkur: 2

Schillok: 1

Shin_ichi: 1

DT: 1

Hints:

No hints here. Abs. was spinning around for the first time, which was pretty random from my side 

actually. Later on, the BO asked: "Is there a role that is spinning around? Who could Abs. be?" 

"Hm… I don't think so D:"

That conversation made me laugh XD
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